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Background
Though quite common in North America, corrugated stainless steel passenger cars are comparatively
rare in Europe. In 1955 and 1956, the Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits received 80
corrugated sleeping cars of 24 meters (78 ¾ feet) length. Each car was built with 20 single berth
compartments arranged in an 'up-down' fashion similar to some Slumbercoach designs that operated
in North America. These cars were designated 'WL-P' and originally numbered CIWL 4501~4580.
In 1971, virtually all CIWL equipment was sold off to the European railway administrations.
Thereafter, the company contracted to operate and staff sleeping and dining car services. The Italian
State Railway (FS) ended up with 21 of these cars numbered 6183 75-41 701~706 and 6183 75-41
750~764 and classified as Tipo 1955 WL-P.
For many years, Spain's now-defunct Ibertren company produced an N scale WL-P sleeping car,
catalog # 207, that is remarkably close to correct in both overall size and detail. This model routinely
shows up on ebay.es; it can be easily found, as it is the only sleeping car (coches camas) that
Ibertren produced in N. Please note that because of the stylized ‘I’ used in the Ibertren logo, some
folks think the brand name is ‘Bertren’; check both spellings or do a wild-car search.
Step by Step
The one major shortcoming of this model is that it typically sits too high at the buffers and at the
roofline. Here's how I remedied these problems:
Remove the trucks by popping each out of its mounting hole. Set the trucks aside and pull the
underframe down and out. Remove the interior and set it aside.
To lower the car, remove the non-corrugated area at the base of the car sides - this will allow the
underframe to 'snuggle up' into the shell. With a hobby knife, score the plastic just below the bottom
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corrugation. Using a razor saw, cut along the edge of the area to be
removed up to the score line. Snap the piece off and dress the edge
with a large flat file.
Note that this modification also makes the car more correct in
appearance. Test fit the underframe and note how much material to
remove at the car ends. In addition, remove the 'runners' molded into
the underside of the interior casting, which would otherwise interfere
with the underframe positioning.
Turning to the underframe, shorten the boss around the kingpin hole to
about the same level as the sides of the underframe. Remove a little at
a time and test fit to verify that the wheel flanges do not rub on the
underside of the frame.
If you're keeping the truck-mounted couplers, make whatever end sill
modifications are necessary to allow the trucks to swing freely,
otherwise cut the coupler boxes from the trucks and proceed to install
your favorite body-mount coupler system. I use Fleischmann's Profi
couplers with the telescoping mechanism that allows the cars to be
coupled almost buffer to buffer yet pushes them apart when negotiating
curves and turnouts.
Details and Reassembly
With the car apart, you may want to give it a bit of a “lived in” look. One
of the simplest detailing steps is to add window shades in various
positions on the compartment side of the car using plain masking tape
applied to the inside of the window. One photo I have of this car
suggests that the shades are drawn from the bottom up rather than from
the top down. The external windows on the corridor side of the coach
do not have shades; curtains or shades on the compartment doors keep
the light out when the car is configured for sleeping.
I repainted the body with Polly Scale 110100 Bright Silver paint and
used decalENNE’s #160-07 decal set to redo the lettering:
http://www.decalenne.com/
This set contains lettering in French, German, Italian, English, Spanish,
and Portuguese so it is possible to recreate just about any version of
this car. Remember that the CIWL usually mixed the languages on all
their cars. You can leave the roof silver or paint it a grimy black.
Reassemble the car and test it. With these modifications, the Ibertren CIWL-P should now compare
favorably in height to other N scale CIWL sleepers on the market.
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